The extra large small car

LIVE LARGE,
LIVE COOL
You don’t like to sit around waiting
for things to happen, and neither
does the Celerio.
The Celerio may be small in body,
but it’s loaded with big ideas, and
larger-than-you-expect spaces to
make everyday life richer and more
fun. Packed with Suzuki small-car
know-how, there’s plenty of room
for everything you’ll need to keep
you going. Fill it up with fuel, friends
and luggage, and enjoy the ride in
this extra large small car.

BOOK

A TEST DRIVE

SPACE, LARGEST IN ITS CLASS
With the Celerio’s ample interior space and comfort, there’s room for you and all your
grand plans. So whatever your destination, the Celerio offers a space where you’ll want
to spend time. And with its intelligent design, it’s easy to get in and out of, but you may
not even want to leave.

SEE THE WORLD
Experience a new point of view from the front seat.
The Celerio’s elevated driving position gives you an
expanded view of the road while the easy-to-read meters
enhance driving pleasure. Feel at home behind the wheel
surrounded by quality comfort that was designed with you
in mind. No matter what kind of journey you need to take,
the Celerio will make it a worthwhile experience.

SITTING TALL
WITH AN EXTRA
LARGE VIEW
A high seating position and large
windows offer excellent visibility.

Open to
adventure
The Celerio offers enough luggage space so
that you no longer have to make decisions
between what you need and what you want.
Bring it all, and buy what you find along the
way. The Celerio’s tailgate is low-to-the-ground
and opens wide enough to make loading and
unloading a breeze.

EXTRA LUGGAGE WELCOME
The Celerio offers more than enough luggage
to fit your lifestyle, including convenient hooks
for holding shopping bags in place. And for large
and odd-shaped cargo, the rear seats offer a
variety of setups.

EXPLORE ALL THE EXTRA
LARGE POSSIBILITIES OF
THIS LITTLE-BIG CAR

ASK

A QUESTION

CUTTING EDGE AND EXTRA FUN
Experience the thrill of adventure every time you take to the driver’s
seat. Equipped to change the way you drive, this XL Small car is
extra roomy, comfortable, and spacious and will take you the extra
mile with its class-leading XL fuel efficiency of 4.6l per 100km.
So whether you’re going on a short trip or a long journey,
your drive will be one to remember.

AUTO GEAR SHIFT
Combining the fuel efficiency and direct drive feel of a manual
transmission with automatic gear shifting and clutch operation
makes driving easier and more exciting.

5-SPEED MANUAL TRANSMISSION
The 5-speed manual transmission provides comfort in traffic and
smooth acceleration through all five gears. Numerous innovations
help save fuel by minimising torque loss.

AERODYNAMICS
Thanks to computer-aided engineering systems and wind tunnel
testing, the exterior line and underfloor airflow are optimised.

NEW K10B ENGINE
The K10B 1.0-litre petrol engine offers dynamism
in a lightweight design. So not only do you get to
enjoy the quick, vigorous drive, weight-reducing
innovations to the engine unit, mounts, radiator
and fuel tank offer better fuel performance.

Hey, Go XL!
The Celerio does not compromise on driving performance. So why should
you? Whatever urban challenge you drive into, take it on with confidence.
With its unexpectedly roomy cabin, the Celerio is designed to make the drive

4.7 m

comfortable for every passenger, exceeding all expectations.

COMPACT DIMENSIONS

BRAKES

Small on the outside, yet large on

Enhancements to pedal ratio and

the inside. The Celerio’s easy-to-

booster properties optimise pedal

handle compact dimensions also

force, deceleration and stroke for

provide plenty of interior space.

smooth braking while innovative
weight-reduction measures

MINIMUM TURNING RADIUS
Even with room for five, the
Celerio’s compact turning radius

contribute to fuel saving.

WHEELS AND TYRES

makes navigating tight city

14-inch alloy wheels give the

streets effortless.

vehicle a ground-hugging look,
while 14-inch steel wheels with

FRONT AND REAR SUSPENSION

full wheel cap smoothen airflow

The suspension has been designed

wheels are equipped with low

with ride comfort and handling

rolling resistance tyres which

in mind. Beyond achieving great

achieve improved fuel efficiency

performance, the Celerio also

without sacrificing grip, wear life

incorporates weight and space-

or stopping distance.

saving innovations.

along the side of the body. All

YOU’RE IN GOOD HANDS
When you set off in the Celerio, you are driving with active and passive safety features
helping to make your journey a safe one. So you and your loved ones can take to the
road knowing that you are in good hands.

FINANCE CALCULATOR:
CALCULATE YOUR PREMIUM

ANTI-LOCK BRAKE SYSTEM (ABS)
In an emergency braking situation, an Anti-lock
Brake System (ABS) contributes to keep tyres
from locking up and adds stability to evasive
manoeuvres. In addition, Electronic Brake force
Distribution (EBD) helps maintain control by

Brakes applied

sending the optimum amount of braking force to
the front and rear wheels.
With ABS

HIGH-RIGIDITY, LOW-WEIGHT BODY
Making effective use of high-tensile materials,
Suzuki Total Effective Control Technology (TECT)
realises a high-rigidity, low-weight body that
improves collision safety.

AIRBAGS
Front airbags mitigate the impact to driver and
front passenger in the event of a frontal collision.

Without ABS

MAJOR SPECIFICATIONS
Number of doors

5 doors

Engine

Petrol, 1.0ℓ

Drive system

2WD

DIMENSIONS
Overall length (mm)

3 695

Overall width (mm)

1 600

Overall height (mm)

1 560

Wheelbase (mm)

2 425

Tread

Front (mm)

1 420

Rear (mm)

1 410

Minimum turning radius (m)

4,7

Minimum ground clearance (mm)

165

CAPACITIES
Seating capacity

5 persons

Fuel tank capacity
Luggage capacity

35ℓ
Max volume (litres)

1 034

Rear seatback folded (VDA method)

707

Rear seatback raised (VDA method)

235

ENGINE
Type

K10B

Number of cylinders

3

Number of valves

12

Piston displacement (cm3)

998

Bore x stroke (mm)

73.0 x 79.5

Compression ratio

11.0

Maximum output (kW/r/min)

50/6 000

Maximum torque (N)

90/3 500

Fuel distribution

Multipoint injection

TRANSMISSION
Type
Gear ratio

5MT

AMT

st

1

3 545

2

nd

1 904

3

rd

1 280

4th

0.966

5th

0.783

Reverse

3.272

Final gear ratio

4.470

CHASSIS
Steering
Brakes

Suspension

Tyres and wheels

Rack and Pinion
Front

Ventilated disc

Rear

Drum, leading and trailing

Front

MacPherson strut with coil spring

Rear

Torsion beam with coil spring
165/70R14 + steel wheel with full wheel cap

WEIGHTS
Kerb weight (min. / with full option) (kg)
Gross vehicle weight (kg)

825/835

830/840
1 205

MAJOR EQUIPMENT
GRADE

GA

GL

Transmission

5MT

5MT/AMT

CHASSIS
Tyres and wheels

165/70R14 + steel wheels with full wheel cap





165/70R14 + alloy wheels

-

O

165/70R14 + steel wheel





Front grills

Black with chrome accent





Outside door handles

Black



-

Body coloured

-



Headlamps

Halogen multireflector





Fog lamps

Front

-



Spare tyre and wheel

EXTERIOR

VISIBILITY

Position lamps

Standard





Wipers

Front: 2 speeds (low, high)









+ intermittent + washer
Rear: 1 speed + washer
Rear window demister





Body coloured

-



Manually adjustable



-

Electrically adjustable

-



With audio controls

-

(*1)

With hands-free phone control

-

(*1)

Power steering





Tilt-adjustable steering wheel

-



Tachometer

-



Outside door mirrors

STEERING AND INSTRUMENT PANEL
3-spoke urethane steering wheel

STEERING AND INSTRUMENT PANEL
Information display integrated
into meter cluster

Digital clock





Outside temperature gauge

-

-/

Fuel consumption gauge





Driving range





Light-off and key reminder

Alarm





Driver’s seatbelt reminder

Lamp





Door ajar reminder

Lamp





Low fuel warning

Lamp





Front

-



DRIVING AMENITIES
Electric windows

Rear

-



Central door locking

Switch on driver’s side

-



Remote-control door locks

With hazard lamp answerback function

Air conditioner

Manual

Heater



( 2)

( 2)
*





(*2)

(*2)

Antenna





Speaker x 2



-

Speaker x 4

-



MP3/WMA compatible CD player

-



MP3/WMA compatible CD player + Bluetooth®

-

( 1)

Pollen filter
Audio

*

*

INTERIOR
Interior trim and seat upholstery colour

Black





Front door trim insert

Fabric

-



Cabin lights

Centre cabin light (3-position)





Sun visors

With ticket holder (driver’s side)





With vanity mirror (driver’s side)





INTERIOR
Assist grips

Passenger’s side





Rear x 2





Cup and Bottle holders

Front x 2





Rear x 1





Bottle holders

Rear x 2





USB socket

Centre lower box

-

(*1)

Audio panel

-



12V accessory socket

Centre lower box





Inside door opener

Black



-

Silver

-



















Driver’s side





Passenger’s side





Remote fuel lid opener

SEATS
Rear seats

60:40-split single-folding

LUGGAGE AREA
Luggage area cover
Luggage area hook

Shopping bag hook

SAFETY, SECURITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL COMPATIBILITY
SRS front airbags

Seatbelts

Front: 3-point ELR seatbelts





Rear: 3-point ELR seatbelts x 2,









-



2-point seatbelt for centre seat
ISOFIX child seat anchorages

Rear x 2

Child seat tether anchorage

Rear x 2

-



Childproof rear door locks





ABS

-











High-mount stop lamp
Immobiliser

Standard

S: Standard O: Option -: Not available
Standard and optional equipment availability may vary for individual markets.
* Auto Gear Shift
*1: Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc.
*2: ESP is a registered trademark of Daimler AG. The ESP is designed to help keep the Celerio under control.
However, its effectiveness depends on driving conditions and the state of the road surface.
(*1)(*2): Set option

FIND

A DEALER NEAR YOU

Accessories
From small, right through to XL extras, you can add style to your daily drive with a

1

range of smart and sporty accessories and gadgets to up your Celerio’s street cred
and complement your XL life. 1
1

Although all accessories are available to be ordered, the vehicle images shown may differ from the car being sold in South Africa.

EXTERIOR
1|

Fender extension set
Black, complete set for one car.
Part No. 990E0-84M09-000

7|

Rear spoiler
Primed, can be painted in body colour.
Part No. 990N0-84M03-000

2|

Fog lamp set 1 1

8|

Side skirts
Primed, can be painted in body colour,
set for left and right-hand side.
Part No. 990N0-84M02-000

9|

Roof edge spoiler
Primed, can be painted in body colour.
Part No. 990E0-84M05-000

Complete set including harness and
installation kit, fog lamps and switch
Part No. 990E0-84M51-000
3|

Bulb set flasher clear 21W
Set of 2 bulbs 12V21W (PY21W) in
“chromed” for clear glass flasher.
Part No. 990E0-61M01-000

4|

Fender extension set incl. side skirts
Black, complete set for one car.
Part No. 990E0-84M10-000

5|

Rear hatch moulding
Chrome design.
Part No. 990E0-84M22-000

6|

Front spoiler
Primed, can be painted in body colour.
Part No. 990N0-84M01-000

1

10 |

4

6

Alloy rim “Mars”
Black polished, 5J x 14” alloy rim, suited
for 165/65 R14 tyres, only to be used
with the factory supplied nuts.
(Part No. 09159-12L02-000 or Part No.
09159-12024-000)
Part No. 43210-84MD0-0SP

Not in combination with mud flaps rigid (Part No. 72201-84M00-BLK) as well as front mud flaps flexible (Part No. 990E0-84M13-000)
and rear mud flaps flexible (Part No. 990E0-84M14-000). Not in combination with front spoiler (Part No. 990N0-84M01-000),
rear spoiler (Part No. 990N0-84M03-000) and side skirts (Part No. 990N0-84M02-000).

8
10

2

10 |

Alloy rim “Mars”
Black polished, 5J x 14” alloy rim, suited for
165/65 R14 tyres, only to be used with the
factory supplied nuts.
(Part No. 09159-12L02-000 or Part No.
09159-12024-000)
Part No. 43210-84MD0-0SP

11 |

Alloy rim “Pluto”9
Silver, 5J x 14” alloy rim, suited for 165/65
R14 tyres, only to be used with the factory
supplied nuts.
Part No. 09159-12L02-000 or Part No.
09159-12024-000)
Part No. 43210-84MC0-0KS

12 |

Alloy rim “Jupiter”9
5J x 14” alloy rim, suited for 165 / 65 R14
tyres, only to be used with the factory
supplied nuts.
(Part No. 09159-12L02-000 or Part No.
09159-12024-000)
Part No. 990E0-51K58-001

13 |

Wheel locks “Sicurit”
Four-piece set (no image).
Part No. 990E0-59J49-000

14 |

Valve cap set S-Logo
Two-piece set.
Part No. 990D0-19069-000

15 |

Wheel cap set
For 14” steel wheels, Silver four-piece set.
Part No. 43250-84M00-SET

3

5

7

9
11

12 14

15

16 |

Side body moulding
Set for left and right side, can be painted in
body colour. With silver Celerio logo badge.
Part No. 43210-84MD0-0SP

16

16

With black Celerio logo badge.
Part No. 990E0-84M08-BCR
17 |

Rain and wind deflector set
For front windows, two-piece set.
Part No. 990E0-84M24-000
For rear windows, two-piece set.
Part No. 990E0-84M25-000

18 |

Bumper corner protection
For front and rear bumper, four-piece set,
can be painted in body colour.
Part No. 990E0-84M06-000

19 |

Mud flap set, rigid
Black grained, can be painted in body
colour, four-piece set.
Part No. 72201-84M00-BLK

20 |

17

Mud flap set front, flexible
With S-mark, two-piece set.
Part No. 990E0-84M13-000
Mud flap set rear, flexible
With S-mark, two-piece set.
Part No. 990E0-84M14-000

21 |

Bumper protection foil
Protects your bumper from scratches.
Black
Part No. 990E0-84M57-000
Transparent (no image)
Part No. 990E0-84M58-000

22 |

Parking sensors rear
Set of four paintable sensors and piezo
buzzer.
Part No. 990E0-68L53-020

18

18

19

20

21 22

23 24

25+26 27
28 29

23 |

Deodorant filter
Filters dust, pollen, sand, mites, unpleasant
odours from outside and inside the car and
other air Impurities.
Part No. 99000-990M0-AF2

24 |

Multi roof rack
Aluminium tube with T-slot fixation system.
Part No. 78901-84M00-000

25 |

Roof box “CERTO 460”
Silver metallic roof box with “MASTER-FIT”
system for quick and convenient mounting
to the multi roof rack. The dynamic
opening can be done from both sides,
lockable. Antenna needs to be removed.
Volume 440 litres, dimensions 192cm /
82cm / 42cm.
Part No. 990E0-59J43-000

26 |

Installation kit
For T-slot fixation for roof box.
Part No. 990E0-59J43-000
Part No. 990E0-59J43-001

27 |

Roof rack storage bag
Black with large Suzuki logo, for roof rack.
Part No. 990E0-79J91-000

28 |

Bike carrier “GIRO”
AF”1,14 for transporting complete bikes,
one set for one bike, lockable.
Part No. 990E0-59J20-000

29 |

Roof rail bicycle module “GIRO SPEED”
For transporting bicycles without front
wheel, one set for one bike, lockable.
Part No. 990E0-59J21-000

INTERIOR
1|

2|

Coat hanger
For attaching to the front head rest,
one-piece.
Part No. 990E0-79J89-010
Gear shift knob
With silver stitching.
Part No. 990E0-61M36-000

3|

Leather boot
With silver stitching.
Part No. 990E0-84M36-001

4|

Ashtray
Part No. 89810-86G10-5PK

5|

Cigarette lighter
Part No. 39400-59J00-000

6|

Smokers kit
Contains cigarette lighter and ashtray.
Part No. 990E0-84M00-LIG

7|

Floor mat set “ECO”
Anthracite needle felt carpets with
Celerio logo, for manual and automatic
transmission, four-piece set.
Part No. 75901-84M10-000

8|

Rubber floor mat set
With Celerio logo, raised edge to help
keep the footwell clean, for manual
and automatic transmission,
four-piece set.
Part No. 75901-84MA0-000

9|

Door sill guard
Silver with Celerio logo, four-piece set.
Part No. 990E0-84M30-000

10 |

Door sill protection sheet
Transparent foil, four-piece set.
Part No. 990E0-84M30-001

11 |

Cargo side net
Part No. 990E0-84M34-000

12 |

Cargo mat “ECO”
Anthracite needle felt carpet with
Celerio logo.
Part No. 990E0-84M40-000

13 |

Cargo tray
Tray-shaped, waterproof to keep your
boot clean.
Part No. 990E0-84M15-000

14 |

Foldable luggage bag
Black with Suzuki logo, with four non
slip studs on the base and individually
adjustable straps to ensure easy and
safe fixation in the boot, dimension:
approx. H 300mm / W 640mm / D
360mm/ C 25–50 litres (when fully
extended).
Part No. 990F0-MLFB1-000

15 |

Roller bag
Black with Suzuki logo, with smooth
running rollers, extendible handle,
individually adjustable straps which
ensure easy and safe fixation in the
boot, fits upright, dimension: approx. H
420mm / W 340mm / D 200mm/C 21–36
litres (height extended: 620mm).
Part No. 990F0-MLRB1-000

16 |

Thermo bag
Black with Suzuki logo, individually
adjustable straps which ensure easy and
safe fixation in the boot, fits into one of
the two pockets of the foldable luggage
bag, dimension: approx. H 380mm / W
320mm / D 210mm/ C 21 litres.
Part No. 990F0-MLTB1-000

1

8
14+15+16

2+3

4

5+6

7

12

9+10

13

11

17

18

17 |

Rear seat protective cover
For the rear seat upholstery.
Part No. 990E0-79J44-000

18 |

Rain sensor
Controls the windscreen wipers
automatically from ideal interval to
first continuous wiping speed.
Part No. 990E0-65J81-015

Extra Colourful
Make a statement with a choice
of seven bold, attention-grabbing
shades.

Torque Blue
Pearl Metallic

Silky Silver
Metallic

Tango Orange
Pearl Metallic

Glistening Gray
Metallic

Arctic White
Pearl

Blazing Red
Pearl Metallic

Extra Stylish
Add some attitude from the ground
up with 14-inch alloy* wheels
*Optional in GL & GL AMT models.

1,420mm

1,560mm*

1,410mm

2,425mm
3,600mm

475mm

14-inch steel wheels with
full wheel cap

1,600mm

700mm

Interior trim

Suzuki understands that purchasing a
new vehicle is a substantial investment.
Our unwavering commitment to customer
satisfaction is represented in our ‘Suzuki
Complete’ package, which includes every
aspect of after-sales support, with warranty,
service plan, and roadside assistance standard.
Warranty
All Suzuki models are covered by a
comprehensive manufacturer’s warranty against
any defects for a period of three years or 100
000 km. This is supported by a six year body
corrosion warranty subject to terms
and conditions.

NEW

CAR DEALS

Service Plan
The Suzuki Celerio GL model benefits from a 2yr
/ 30 000km service plan. This plan includes the
replacement of oil, the oil filter, fuel filter, brake
fluid, air filter and accessory belts, but excludes
tyres, brakes and other wear-and-tear items.
Roadside Assistance
Every new Celerio comes with a roadside
assistance plan. Some of the benefits offered
by this comprehensive package include: battery
and locksmith call-out services, mechanical and
electrical, breakdown towing (accident towing
is optional), emergency medical rescue, vehicle
repatriation and a stand-by-you roadside
security armed-response service.

All care is taken to ensure the accuracy of this brochure at the time of print approval. Speciﬁcations, features, prices and model availability may vary from those
speciﬁed and may change without notice. Always consult your authorised Suzuki Dealer or refer to www.SuzukiAuto.co.za for the latest details on all models.
SUZUKI AUTO South Africa (PTY) Ltd will not be held liable for any loss as a result of reliance on the content of this brochure, whether in negligence or otherwise.
Vehicles are shown for illustrative purposes only and may not depict exact speciﬁcations. Published May 2018.
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